“ASK LAURA ABOUT REAL ESTATE”

What does a Recession mean for our Housing Market?
Many people are asking me if they should delay their homeownership
plans if there is a recession looming... here is my reasoning for why no
one should be afraid of what a recession means for our housing market
today.

Laura Harbison

Broker/Owner
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Accredited Buyer Representative ® (ABR)
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Pricing Strategy Advisor ® (PSA)
Resort & Second-Home Property Specialist
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Seniors Real Estate Specialist ® (SRES)
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Advanced Evaluations Certification
NVS Institute BPO Certification
Five Star BPO Designation
NAWRB Certified Delegate Spokeswoman

Laura@HarbisonRealEstate.com

www.LauraHarbisonRealEstate.com

Call Laura Today!
702-777-1234

Home prices don't fall every time there is a recession - in fact, home
prices actually appreciated during four of the last six recessions. The
economy slowing down doesn't mean that real estate values
automatically will fall. Another fact that most people are not aware of is
that in the past 5 recessions, mortgage rates have decreased an average
of 1.8%. History doesn't always repeat itself, but the historical data is
comforting in that respect.
We all still remember what happened in 2008, and many of us are still
having nightmares about it. But the fact pattern is very different this
time than it was in 2008, and we are not heading down the same
path. For most people, it's not beneficial at this time to postpone
buying or selling a home.
Whether buying or selling, I'm here to assist you with your real estate
needs. I can help you determine your options, so that you can make the
best decision for YOU in the current market conditions. My office is
open 7 days a week, and I am looking forward to hearing from you. Let's
connect to review what's happening in the housing market and what
that means for your own homeownership goals.

Laura Harbison, ABR, AHWD, BPOR, BS, CDPE, CRS, DRB, GRI, PSA, RSPS, SRES
Realty Executives Southern Nevada Properties
Broker/Owner
License # B.0026537.LLC / PM.0164922.BKR
770 Coronado Center Drive, Ste. 100, Henderson, NV 89052
Office: 702-777-1234
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60 DESERT HIGHLANDS
ANTHEM COUNTRY CLUB Highly upgraded Sonata
floorplan w/ Casita on Premium View Lot with Pool &
Spa! 3037 sqft, 4 bdrms + den/office, updated Island
Kitchen w/ quartz countertops, custom shaker cabinets, &
stainless steel appliances. New carpet, fresh paint,
plantation shutters. Courtyard entry w/Pergola Cover,
recently updated low maintenance landscaping. Oversized
3 car garage w/car lift (4 car capacity). Many smart home
features! $1,350,000

2260 ISLAND CITY DRIVE
SUN CITY ANTHEM Gorgeous Columbia floorplan on corner
lot in the premier 55+ community! 2 BR + den/office, 2 BA,
2401 SF, 2-car garage. Island kitchen with granite counters,
nook, walk-in pantry, breakfast bar and stainless steel
appliances. Front formal living room and dining room and
great room with tile flooring. Owner’s suite with walk-in closet
and door to rear patio, and bath with garden tub and separate
shower. Gated courtyard entry, covered patio, new low
maintenance landscaping plus so much more! $609,900

2504 CRATER ROCK STREET
SOLERA AT ANTHEM Popular Whitney floorplan, 2 BR + den,
2 BA, 1596 SF with 2-car garage. Spacious great room with
ceiling fan, dining area, and island kitchen with upgraded
cabinets, breakfast bar, pantry and stainless steel appliances.
Owner’s suite with ceiling fan, walk-in closet and bath with
raised vanity and upgraded dual sinks. Den/office with
recessed lighting. Backyard with covered patio. Premier 55+

community with fabulous amenities including clubhouse,
fitness center, pool & spa, tennis courts & more! $450,000

5512 AVENIDA VAQUERO
CHARLESTON HEIGHTS Fantastic single story, 3 BR, 2
BA, 1632 SF, 2-car garage home located on .46 acre lot
with RV parking and pool! Zoned for horses. Community
Equestrian Arena included with HOA dues! Formal living
and dining rooms, separate family room with wood burning

702-777-1234

2120 WATERTON RIVERS DRIVE

SUN CITY ANTHEM Spectacular Lincoln floorplan with
Casita on corner lot! 3 BR plus den/office, 3 BA, 2400 SF,
2-car garage. Open floorplan with spacious great room,
dining area, and island kitchen with granite countertops,
upgraded white cabinets, breakfast bar and new stainless
steel appliances. Owner’s suite with walk-in closet, sitting
area and door to rear patio. Cozy casita with private bath.
Fresh interior & exterior paint. Gated courtyard, rear yard
with covered patio. Premier 55+ community with amenities!
$625,000

2473 JADA DRIVE
SOLERA AT ANTHEM Fantastic Whitney floorplan, 2 BR
+ den, 2 BA, 1596 SF with 2-car garage. Spacious great
room with ceiling fan, dining area, and island kitchen, with
Corian countertops, upgraded cabinets, breakfast bar,

fireplace. Kitchen with breakfast bar and pantry. Fully
fenced rear yard with covered patio, sparkling pool with

pantry and stainless steel appliances. Owner’s suite with
ceiling fan, walk-in closet and bath with raised vanity and
upgraded dual sinks. Den/office with recessed lighting.

waterfall, misting system, artificial turf and shed. Covered
porch, 2 RV gates, and more! $470,000

Premier 55+ community with fabulous amenities including
clubhouse, fitness center, & more! $475,000

2557 TERRYTOWN

SUN CITY ANTHEM Popular Washington floorplan, 2 BR,
2 BA, 1,260 SF with 2-car garage. Great Room with
ceiling fan, kitchen with SS gas stove, SS French door
refrigerator, dishwasher, microwave, pot shelves, recessed
lighting, and large pantry. Dining area with ceiling fan.
Spacious Owner’s Suite with bay window and walk-in
closet. Hobby room/office. Two tone interior paint,
upgraded carpet, dual pane windows Covered patio and
mature landscaping with automatic irrigation system.
Premier 55+ community with amenities and more!
$440,000

3553 LEGENDARY DRIVE

HERITAGE SQUARE SOUTH 4 BR, 3BA , 2025 SF
Townhome with 2-car garage and private backyard!
Updated kitchen with Quartz countertops, backsplash,
pantry, tile flooring, built-in double oven dishwasher and
refrigerator. Spacious great room and dining room. First
floor Owner’s Suite, secondary bedroom and bathroom.
Two bedrooms and one bathroom upstairs. Covered patio,
walk-out balcony. New HVAC. New Anderson windows
and sliding glass doors. Front yard landscaping
maintenance, Clubhouse included in HOA dues. $359,000
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About The Vegas Voice

There is nothing more gratifying than to be honored by your fellow
senior publishers. With that humble statement, we are very proud to
announce that The Vegas Voice received 10 national awards from
the North American Mature Publishers Association (NAMPA) in 2021.
Everything from General Excellence to Senior Issues to Editorials
to Graphics, the judges held (and it remains our unconditional
commitment) that “every issue demonstrates that The Vegas
Voice is paying attention to the needs and interests of its
readers.”
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The “Other Woman” in My Life
By: Dan Roberts / Roberts Rules

“

They can’t all be wonderful!” I told our
Hollywood Memories columnist Beverly
Washburn in our recent YouTube (vegasvoicetv.
net) videos. As always, Beverly gave me her wonderful smile and simply
nodded.
I have had the great pleasure of knowing Beverly for close to a dozen
years. And without any hesitation she is “the other woman in my life.”
She has and remains one of our most popular Vegas Voice columnists
and to my unconditional joy, allows me to co-host her Hollywood
Memories videos.
I remain in awe of her career – from television, radio and movies.
Beverly & Sharon Baird
And while she hesitated when I requested that a number of her videos
be entitled: “The Many, Many Men in My Life” the fact remains that
she has worked with just about every actor (and actresses too!) in her
remarkable career.
I marvel at her “down-to-earth” personality despite working with
“stars.” From Kirk Douglas, Jimmy Stewart, Lon Chaney Jr., Jack Benny
(and I can go on and on) she has nothing but positive things to say
about each and every one.
No dirt, no trash-talking, no steamy gossip. Believe me, I tried.
Beverly has also invited her fellow former Hollywood child actresses
to join us on the video interviews.
We’ve had her “best friend” Sharon Baird (one of the original
“Mouseketeers”) and now her other “best friend” Jeannie Russell,
who played “Margaret” on the Dennis the Menace TV show.
I get to ask them about their respective careers and life as a child
“star.” From my selfish point of view, I remember watching them nearly
Listening to her discuss her life as “Margaret” as well as her tale of
a half-century ago. I never dreamed that one day I would be able to sit
being
interviewed by Alfred Hitchcock for his classic movie “The
and talk with them.
Birds”
all I can say is … see for yourselves. And as for the “rest of her
It is beyond my biggest thrill to meet them. And that goes double
story” we’ll have her back. A hint: After speaking with her, my respect
meeting and talking with Jeannie Russell.
and admiration for her is “off -the-charts.”
As for Beverly? Try as I might to get her to “give it up,” no doubt
she’ll remain her positive, beautiful, low-key composure regarding
her Hollywood career. And for that, this publisher is and remains very
grateful.

What Do
You Think?

Our Bill Caserta “shares” a drink with
Jeannie Russell

Do you agree with our columnists?
Did anyone get you angry, make
you think or simply put a smile
on your face? Please tell us by
forwarding your comments,
thoughts or suggestions to Publisher
Dan at: dan@thevegasvoice.net.
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Senior Life

By: Gayla Kalp / Life is Laughter

L

ife can be tough, but entering our senior years
has its own special challenges:
1. I used to be able to do cartwheels. Now I tip
over putting on my underwear.
2. I told my husband he should embrace his mistakes….so he
hugged me.
3. My husband says I only have 2 faults. I don’t listen and something
else….
4. At my funeral, take the bouquet off my coffin and throw it into the
crowd to see who is next.
5. I thought growing old would take longer.
6. I came, I saw, I forgot what I was doing. Retraced my steps, got
lost on the way back.

The Perfect Man
By: Bill Caserta / Bill’s Blurbs

A

7. I think the reason we are born with two hands is so we can pet
two dogs at once.
8. Scientists say the universe is made up of protons, neutrons and
electrons. They forgot to mention morons.
9. The Sun City version of “head, shoulders, knees and toes” is
“wallet, glasses, keys and phone.”
10. A dog accepts you as the boss….a cat wants to see your resume.
11. Oops…..did I roll my eyes out loud?
12. Life is too short to waste time matching socks.
13. Wi-fi went down for five minutes, so I had to talk to my family.
They seem like nice people.
14. If you see me talking to myself, just move along. I’m selfemployed; we’re having a staff meeting.
15. I won’t be impressed with technology until I can download food.
16. My doctor asked if anyone in my family suffers from mental
illness. I said, “No, we all seem to enjoy it.”
17. I really don’t mind getting old, but my body is having a major
fit.
18. Camping: Where you spend a small fortune to live like a
homeless person.
19. I told my husband I wanted to be cremated. He made me an
appointment for Tuesday.
20. I’ve reached the age where my train of thought often leaves the
station without me.
And finally: If you’re happy and you know it, it’s your meds.
Gayla is a speaker, author, psychologist and humorist. She also
happens to be Ms. Sr. California, Nevada and Universe England.
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guy walks out to the street and catches a
taxi just going by. He gets into the taxi and
the Cabbie says, “Perfect timing. You’re just like
Frank.”
The passenger replies: “Who?”
Cabbie: “Frank Feldman. He’s a guy who did everything right all the
time. Like my coming along when you needed a cab, things happened
like that to Frank Feldman every single time.”
Passenger: “There are always a few clouds over everybody.”
The Cabbie says: “Not Frank Feldman. He was a terrific athlete. He
could have won the tennis Grand Slam. He could golf with the pros.
He sang like an opera baritone, danced like a Broadway star and you
should have heard him play the piano. He was an amazing guy.”
Passenger: “Sounds like he was something really special.”
Cabbie: “There’s more. He had a memory like a computer. He
remembered everybody’s birthday. He knew all about wine, which foods
to order and which fork to eat them with.
“He could also fix anything. Not like me. I change a light bulb and
the whole street blacks out. But Frank Feldman, he could do everything
right”
Passenger: “Wow, some guy.”
Cabbie: “He always knew the quickest way to go in traffic and avoid
traffic jams. Not like me; I always seem to get stuck in them, but Frank
never made a mistake,
“And he really knew how to treat a woman and make her feel good.
He would never answer her back - even if she was in the wrong. His
clothing was always immaculate, and his shoes were always polished.
He was the perfect man!
“He never made a mistake. No one could ever measure up to Frank
Feldman.”
Passenger: “An amazing fellow. How did you meet him?”
Cabbie: “Well, I never actually met Frank. He’s dead. I married his
freaking widow.”

Did you know?

1 in 5 people
with severe gum disease may
have had type 2 diabetes and
did not know.†

Oral health supports
diabetes health.
Start your dental care
journey today.

smilegeneration.com/sgdp1

(702) 500-1669
Smile Generation Dental Plan®+ is NOT insurance.Wellfit Plans, LLC is a discount plan organization that offers the Smile Generation Dental
Plan®+. Smile Generation Dental Plan®+ members have access to contracted providers who provide certain dental services to members at
discounted rates (“Network Providers”). Discounted rates may vary depending on which contracted provider and which service you receive.
Members are obligated to pay for all health care services but will receive the stated discount from those health care providers that have
a current provider agreement with the discount plan organization. Smile Generation Dental Plan®+ does not pay Network Providers any
dental care fees. In order to obtain the discounted fees, your Network Provider may require you to pay for the dental services at the time you
receive them. Wellfit Plans, LLC is located at 2411 Gateway Drive, Suite 120, Irving, TX 75063 and their phone number is (855) 935-5365. Find
contracted providers at WellfitPlans.com. August 1st, 2022 through January 31st, 2023, Smile Generation will donate $10.00 to the American
Diabetes Association for every plan purchased to help support people living with diabetes, with a guaranteed minimum donation of $15,000.
†
”Diabetes and Oral Health.” Diabetes.org. https://diabetes.org/diabetes/keeping-your-mouth-healthy
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Perhaps No Value, But Priceless
By: Rana Goodman / On My Soapbox

pieces as to their approximate value.
One example: I glanced up at several art pieces on my wall that I
ecently, while experiencing a burst of energy, purchased more than 50 years ago. I already know neither of my girls
I began cleaning storage places and securing
want them, but I decided to check online
some “special items”
and see what they might be worth today.
that belonged to my mother in padded
Imagine my disappointment when I
boxes to keep them safe.
found similar works by the same artist
It occurred to me, (as I am sure it does
priced from $250 to $500, I think my
to many of us) that when I am “gone”
frames alone may be worth half of that.
what happens if my daughters don’t like
My point is that many of us have made
some of my things and opt to give them
sure we have an up-dated trust and will.
away, or (heaven forbid) throw them out?
And perhaps even have made “final
Shouldn’t I make sure they know the
arrangements” or desires known.
value of these items so they can decide to
But do our heirs know these things?
keep, sell, or toss them?
I also thought, as I roamed around my
One of my daughters is very sentimental
home and saw various “special things
and I doubt that she would get rid of her
to me,” (excluding publisher Dan) - like
grandmother’s treasures at any price. The
the medals my father was awarded during
other… well she most likely would give
World War II. I’m very proud of them and
away or sell what she didn’t want in a
framed them many years ago. I wondered
heartbeat.
which of my children, or grandchildren
Thus in my mind, the logical thing to
might treasure them too?
do was to photograph the special pieces,
I had to laugh as I spotted my dad’s
research via the internet and label the
white cowboy hat that he used to wear
each year during Helldorado. Helldorado was a time in Las Vegas when
the entire town dressed in western garb and attended the weekly events
around town.
It was wonderful fun and for a “Brit” who never lost his accent my
dad jumped right in, boots and all. The outfit is long gone but that
cowboy hat, to me is a treasure.
He always said, “I bought a white hat to show I’m a good guy,
black hats are for the outlaws.” Now which of my family do I gift that
too since they are all “good guys!”

R

Friends and
Concerned
Neighbors...
We have received a number of calls from concerned
readers asking “what can they do?” when they see a
neighbor “disappear.”You can call Rana at The Vegas
Voice and she will take the info and serve as liason
with authorities! More Info? Call today

702/251-4441
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Early Bird
SPECIALS

15% OFF ON A DOZEN BAGELS & CREAM
CHEESE TUBS EVERY MORNING 8-9AM

Happy Hour
50% OFF ALL DRINKS &
FOOD SPECIALS EVERY DAY 3-5PM

Lunch
SPECIALS
DAILY 11AM-2PM
INCLUDES FOUNTAIN DRINK

STARTING AT $5.99

2 for TUESDAYS
BUY ONE PIZZA
GET 2ND FREE

**FREE SAME SIZE CHEESE PIZZA, EXTRA
CHARGE FOR ADDITIONAL TOPPINGS

702-896-0794

Now Open Tues-Sun, Closed Mondays

Visit us behind the Village Pub at 10890 S Eastern Ave #108, Henderson
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Remembering Tony Dow
By: Beverly Washburn / Hollywood Memories had done a short lived series called “Professional Father” which was a

I

t is with a heavy heart and many tears that I
submit this column.
On July 27th, TV icon, Tony Dow slipped away
after his very brave fight with cancer.
Over the years, the name Wally
Cleaver became famous all over
the world as TV’s best older brother.
“Leave it to Beaver” was one of
the most popular and loved shows
of the 50s and 60s. It was on for 6
seasons from 1957-1963 and still
lives today in constant re-runs.
I, along with every teenage girl
in America had a huge crush on
“Wally.” I never missed watching
an episode. Back then, my dream
was, “If only I could meet Tony
Dow.”
Well in 1959 I happened to be doing a TV show and it was on the
stage right next to where Leave it to Beaver was filming. On the door of
the stage where it was filming, there was a sign that said “Closed Set”
which of course meant that no unauthorized person was allowed in.
What’s a girl to do? Well, it just so happened that a few years prior, I

sitcom at CBS.
Barbara Billingsley (who was now June Cleaver) played my
mother! I then had a brainstorm!
I decided to tell the guard who was keeping watch over the closed
door that I wasn’t a crazed fan
(I actually was) but that I was
filming next door, and I knew
Barbara Billingsley and asked if I
could see her .
Of course I did want to see her,
but who better to introduce me to
“Wally” than his TV mother? The
guard let me in and while thrilled
to see Barbara... it happened.
She introduced me to him. My
dream had come true. .
As luck would have it, the
casting director happened to be
on the set, so Barbara introduced
me to him and he immediately cast me in their next episode called
“The Blind Date Committee.” That was the beginning of a life-long
friendship with Tony Dow.
It seems like only yesterday that I was writing about losing my pal
Tommy Kirk with whom I worked in Old Yeller. Then recently I wrote
about losing my dear friend Bobby Rydell....and now writing about
losing one of the sweetest, kindest, gentlest friends there ever was.
This is one of the hardest columns I’ve ever written. Life is so fragile
and in some cases there simply aren’t any explanations or answers.
I do know that I feel blessed beyond measure to have such special
friends. Tony even wrote the Forward for my book Reel Tears.
In the 63 years that I knew him, I never once heard an unkind thing
ever said about him. Nor did he ever do or say anything unkind about
anyone.
He was kind, gentle, loyal, and so gifted. He was an actor, producer,
director and incredible sculptor - as well as one of the most special
people I’ve ever known.
We also shared our love of animals. I’m also grateful for the
wonderful friendship I have with his dear and beautiful wife Lauren
whom he loved faithfully for more than forty years.
Tony touched so many lives and will never be forgotten. He was a
person who mattered and was so loved all over the world. I am truly
blessed to have had him in my life for so many years and he will forever
live on in my heart.
Rest in peace dear Tony. And thank you for all the beautiful years of
friendship.
Until next time, remember, no beauty shines brighter than that of a
good heart.
Beverly Washburn graced the silver screen as a child actress and
is the author of Reel Tears. You can contact Beverly at: bjradell@
hotmail.com.
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A Busy Month
By: Evan Davis / Entertainment Editor

Jazz, and more Jazz. It looks like September
Jazz,
will be packed with new venues, old venues,

night Jazz. A small music
charge for the performers
along with a 2-drink
minimum is really nothing
to pay to hear some of the
best talent in Vegas, if not
the country. Oh, and don’t
forget their hamburgers.
Have I told you that I’ll be joined with Jonny Bird
“Monday’s Aren’t Dark for our Afternoon Affair once
again.
Anymore”? I will be hosting
The Vegas Voice Afternoon
Affair Variety Show.
It will be once a month at Sun City MacDonald Ranch and starts
on September 19th packed with loads of talented entertainers. Some of
which you probably know and some you will want to know. It will be
co-hosted by Jonny Bird and starts at 3pm. See page 17.
This all happens two days after our “Swingin’ Broadway” show at
MacDonald Ranch. (See next page) Broadway and Jazz stars hook up
on the 17th to bring you Broadway with a swing.

and the return of some loved venues.
But regrettably, some clubs are closing, and
some bands/performers are moving on to bigger, better… or let’s just
say different things.
The closing of the Nevada Room doesn’t come as a complete surprise
but it’s unfortunate since it did give some performers a platform to
showcase their talents. The Copa Room behind the Bootlegger Bistro
will be losing Santa Fe & The Fat City Horns as they move on to other
venues.
Maxan Jazz has live music six nights a week featuring some of the
best jazz musicians and singers in Las Vegas. They close on Tuesdays
to rest and get ready to serve wonderful sushi. There’s no cover or
minimum, but they do have a full bar to help you unwind.
Gatsby’s Supper Club, where an elevated dress code and reservations
are required, is inside the Gambit. It also provides top performances
under the musical direction of jazz pianist Uli Geissendoerfer as well
as other performances by various artists. There is a minimum and
sometimes a ticket charge. Check out their Speakeasy while you’re
You can read Evan’s entertainment blog and sign up to receive
there too.
his free email weekly Calendar of Events at www.EvanDavisJazz.
The Dispensary Lounge, at Trop & Eastern, is back with Thursday com. Email him at: evan@thevegasvoice.net.
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There Will Be Bugs
By: Mike Murphy / Social Insecurity
armer weather opens the door to lots of
outdoor activity. But Mother Nature possesses
a dark side and, like a saboteur, adds a foreboding
element to the sunny days and rising temperatures - bugs.
This spring I was ready to cool off in the shower after a warm day.
But just as I opened the bathroom door a captive fly went into a frenzy.
I quickly exited, shut the door, then returned with a fly swatter.
You know what a
fly in that situation
is like. Buzzing
around and around
while you stand still
waiting for it to land.
And when it finally
does, it somehow
instinctively chooses
the one spot where
you cannot get a
clear shot at it with
the fly swatter, like
right where the wall
meets the ceiling or,
worse, on top of your
toothbrush.
After
several
unsuccessful swats,
creating a racket
that caused the dog to run and hide under the bed, I finally nailed the
fly. And, yeah, felt pretty darn good about my success.
Later that same evening, while lying in bed reading, I was startled by
what sounded like a drone whirring outside the balcony screen door. I
first thought that someone was secretly filming me and would plaster
pictures all over TikTok of me in my Pirates of the Caribbean pajamas
But no. It was those crazy buzzing June bugs setting out on their
springtime kamikaze mission to bump and bash into everything and
everyone in their way. I’ve even had them smack me right in the head
while I’m sitting outside in the evening sipping a beer, causing me to
tip over the lawn chair - luckily, without spilling a drop.
Of course, this is mere child’s play compared to the wasps which
await each spring in the backyard storage shed. But I was ready for
action: baggy jeans, denim jacket, thick socks, goggles, running shoes,
and bug spray.
My attack must be swift and decisive. I opened the shed door, darted
inside, located the nest, and blasted it unmercifully with the bug spray
(making sure that I had the spray nozzle aimed away from me this
time!).
Then I ran like the dickens.

W

Mike Murphy is a retired teacher/coach. His book of humorous
articles titled “Tortoise Crossing - Expect Long Delays” is available
on amazon.com.
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Alexis Park Offers A Variety of Shows
from Alice In Wonderland. The audience is treated to the
interaction between Alice and The Red Queen puppet as well as
other puppet characters built by Dlux Entertainment personnel.
All Motown pays tribute to the greats of the Motown era. The songs
are performed by the Duchesses of
Motown - a group that has played
in many Vegas venues. I enjoyed
the sounds of Gladys Knight, The
Marvelettes, and The Supremes.
A hilarious romp perfect for
all ages, the Big Little Variety
Show combines a wide range of
circus acts with side-splitting laughs.
You’ll see juggling, sword swallowing
and acrobatics and even an acrobatic
comedian.
The popular Late Night Magic Show hosted by Vegas fav Doug
“Lefty “Leforvich features a variety of magicians including John Shaw,
Bizzaro and MonDre. This is edgy late night stuff – not for kids. For
simple enjoyable entertainment check out one (or more) of these show
at Alexis Park.

By: Dianne & Burt Davis / That’s Entertainment
Editor’s Note: While Dianne Davis was away
for a few weeks, her spouse Burt filled in at
media events. She edited his “facts only” review which appears here.
he Alexis Park Resort Hotel,
a non-gaming hotel on East
Harmon across from the Virgin Hotel
does not cater to the high end tourist
crowd, but is a great spot for enjoying
a variety of productions. I attended a
preview of the various shows in the
upgraded modern showroom.
While none of them are
spectaculars, they provide enjoyable
entertainment. Most are suitable for all ages.
The Carpenter’s Legacy is a treat for fans of their music. The
Karen and Richard Carpenter look-alikes nailed the sounds with tunes
including “We’ve Only Just Begun.”
All Shook Up is the only All-Elvis tribute production show in Vegas.
The king is backed by a live band as he sings the hits from “Heartbreak
Hotel” to “Suspicious Minds.” And this Elvis has the moves.
Wonderland is a whimsical puppet adventure featuring characters

T
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Burt and Dianne Davis attend a whole lot of Vegas shows where
they aren’t busy traveling the world.

The World Keeps Turning
By: Dianne Hahn / Back in the Days

L

ife’s a mystery, isn’t it? I used to be fairly
opinionated, but the older I got, the more
reserved I became.
It was easy to be sure about things when I was in my prime…I’d
built up confidence, had some polish. But eventually my world began
to shift. It was a generation thing.
Music and fashions changed. Goals and lifestyles didn’t jive anymore.
Like it or not, the younger generation took over. So many differences!
When hubby was alive,
we talked about it. He
nudged me under the table
if I got too opinionated
with our adult kids. “I’m
still the Mom! I’ve
been there, done
that,” I’d say.
He’d nod – but he’d
raise an eyebrow. “They
have to do it on their own,
Babe.”
Now that he’s gone, I
try to behave and typically
keep my opinions to myself
- unless I blurt something
out spontaneously. Then
I often cringe and wish
I’d had some crazy glue
holding my lips together! It’s hard to determine boundaries when
things shift.
I still miss my kids when they were little. I miss monsters under the
bed, skinned knees, hugs, and story time.
I even miss the arguments about this and that when they were in
their teens. Then that passed, too.
The kids grew into intelligent young adults with careers, families,
and opinions of their own. The way it should be. Hubby and I looked on
proudly, but I felt a little displaced.
Now I’m a retired senior. Don’t have to deal with the nine to five
grinds anymore. I love my kids, my grandchildren and their hugs more
than anything, but I hate growing older.
I hate having to move like a turtle instead of a rabbit. It’s the way
of life, I guess. I still miss hubby and I even miss the monsters under
the bed!
The world keeps turning. I’m lucky to have all the wonderful
memories, but sadly memories can’t hold me in their arms.
They do, however, remind me that I was and am loved, and that life
is full of secrets and wonder. How? When? Why?

Our doctors
are ready to
see you
Take a tour and
learn about a
more personal
approach to
primary care
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A former schoolteacher, Dianne Sebis Hahn writes for children too.
Presently, Dianne has eight books available on Amazon.com. You
can also see her on SCA TV.

Seniors switch to CenterWell Senior Primary
Care™ for the convenience of easy scheduling,
same-day appointments, TeleHealth visits and
24/7 access to their Care Team. Choose a doctor
who can see you sooner and help you make the
most of every appointment, with on-site labs,
a clinical pharmacist and more.
Call now to schedule a tour

702-919-6537

SeniorFocusedLasVegas.com
Monday - Friday, 8am - 5pm
Visit one of our 11 locations throughout
Las Vegas.
Plans accepted

We accept select Medicare Advantage plans from
Aetna (including HMO Prime), Alignment Healthcare,
Humana and Wellcare.
Follow us @CenterWellPrimaryCare to learn
about activities and events
CenterWellTM does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national
origin, age, disability or sex. ATENCIÓN: Si habla español, tiene a su
disposición servicios gratuitos de asistencia lingüística. Llame al
1-877-320-2188 (TTY: 711). 注意：如果您使用繁體中文，您可以免費獲
得語言援助服務。請致電 1-877-320-2188 (TTY: 711). GCHLKT9EN
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Almost Got Me

By: Dan Roberts / Publisher

From messaging-service@post.xero.com
<messaging-service@post.xero.com> on behalf of
Facebook Team <messaging-service@post.xero.com>
Sent: Wednesday, August 3, 2022 2:49 PM
To: dan thevegasvoice.net <dan@thevegasvoice.
net>
Subject: Facebook Team
Your page has been reported for violating our Terms
of Use.
Your page appears to contain copyrighted material
owned by a third party, such as a video or background
audio.
Continue misuse of Facebook’s features could result
in the permament loss of your account.
If you believe that your page has been reported by
mistake, you may please appeal by following the link
below.
https://www.facebook.com/111333771671256
Please note that if we do not receive an appeal within
24 hours, this could cause your access to your account
to be disabled.
Facebook Security.

Who Do You Trust?
By: Liz Breier / This & That

A

lthough it was entertaining, I am not referring
to the TV show of the late 1950s with Edgar
Bergen or Johnny Carson. I am referring to a more
modern issue of reliability.
I want to warn my fellow seniors about the dangers of falling for a
scam when it comes to online purchases. It is safest to follow the old
adage “if it sounds too good to be true it probably is.”
Especially with the Holiday season fast approaching I want to remind
everyone to take extra care.
A while back I was shopping online (probably during the darkest
days of the pandemic.) and found a “sale” on a designer brand of
handbags. The deals were so terrific I was loading my virtual shopping
cart with gifts and personal purchases.

“

What the…” That was
my initial thought when I
received the above Facebook
email. I then realized that I
do not do Facebook but our
Vegas Voice IT guys do so for
our account.
I happily forwarded the
above email to let them know
they apparently screwed up.
They immediately got back
to me telling me to delete the
message.
Yes, it was a scam they
claimed – check out who it was “sent from.” And Facebook doesn’t
make spelling mistakes – like permanent.
So as I apologized, they suggested it would be perfect for a Scam
segment. And indeed it is.
Once again, our Vegas Voice reminder - What should you do
when you get those emails? Don’t be like me! THINK first.
And the answer is simple and always, always effective to avoid
being scammed. DELETE, DELETE & DELETE!
*And once again, for shameless plugs, check out our Scams
segments on our Vegas Voice TV website: vegasvoicetv.com.
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The light bulb went off and I left the website I was on and actually
googled the company name – although the website I had been
shopping on had every logo that represented this company. It was not
their site at all.
I quickly emptied my “cart” and moved on. Since then, I have
become more cognizant of ads I get on my computer and phone and
even see on TV.
Often, I see ads for kitchen gadgets, but the companies, on further
research, do not exist. Even on some very well-established TV channels
there are advertisements for items, vitamins, weight loss products and
pain relief medications abound. When I dug further, there was no one
and no place to contact if I did not receive the merchandise.
It is aggravating to feel you have been ripped off and there is no
recourse. Shop wisely, look for sales (and bargains of course) but don’t
get taken. Be secure to know that your own judgment is probably the
best determinant and if it smells fishy, walk away.
After all, you have to know Who You Can Trust.
Liz Breier is an ex-New Yorker who retired to Florida for 24 years
before deciding that Nevada means home to her. You can contact
Liz at: bluesky090372@gmail.com.
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Incoming Mail
By: Heather Latimer / Heather’s Self-Help Tips

W

e hurry to pick up incoming mail only to
find a lot of advertising-junk filling the box.
In addition, there may be one or two bank, credit
card, utility and medical statements letters mixed in that contains your
name, address and account number.
Dangerous personal details sufficient for thieves to steal your identity!
So be certain not to drop anything or everything into the recycle bin as
you head back indoors.
Instead take a moment to separate:
(a) Bills, receipts, and other pieces for your immediate attention,
(b) Those to toss in the recycle bin because no action is needed and
they lack personal details; and
(c) Those that reveal your name, address and account numbers that
must be immediately taken out of circulation.
Short of tearing the latter into tiny pieces that it’s impossible for
thieves to put together again, you can purchase a cross-cut shredder to
do the job. (Office Depot $49.99). Black out the offending details with a
StampMark Protection Stamp (Amazon $14.25).
Accumulate the offensive material in bags and take to a reliable
shredding service. (UPS $1 per pound with a 3 pound minimum).
Or wait for a monthly paper shredding date held by a legitimate local
community and haul your bundles along for disposal without paying
a penny.
You certainly deserve the security any one of those options will
supply you. All it takes is forming the habit of quickly disposing of risky
information on a daily basis.
Heather Latimer is a nationally recognized specialist in making
difficult subjects easy and author of 17 books. See amazon.com/
heather latimer/how to overcome.

Indoor Dog Park

By: Diane Rosen / Animal Magnetism

I

don’t know about you, but I absolutely hate
getting up early in the morning during the
summer to walk the dogs. I’m talking 6-7am
early, which for me is torture.
As you dog lovers know, if you don’t hit the pavement early, the heat
becomes unbearable and the sidewalks can be dangerously hot for little
feet. Even early in the morning, the heat here is brutal.
I try to walk
Angel and Finnie
every day, but
sometimes
it’s
every other day.
The Jewish guilt
I feel the day I
don’t walk them
propels me to
walk them for
sure the following
morning. It’s a
little game I play.
With the two
dogs pretty much
in the house all
day, we hoped
our new rescue,
Finnie, and Angel
Gal would play
together, but Angel isn’t thrilled with her new sister. So far, she’s not
having any part of her.
One time, the two of them started to play together, but then Angel
suddenly realized what she was doing and stopped cold. It was funny
and also sad. The closest they’ve come to hanging together is on
opposite sides of the couch. Sigh.
Not being able to stand looking at Angel’s ennui one more second,
we decided to get her evaluated to play at a local indoor dog park called
Barx Parx. (Finnie is still new to us so we’re keeping her home for
now.)
Barx Parx is worth checking into if you want your dogs to play safely.
It’s air conditioned, supervised 24/7, and dogs play in “yards” with
dogs of similar energy levels.
Like real dog parks, owners must stay at the facility while their pets
are playing, and are responsible for poop cleanup. Unlike real dog
parks, Barx Parx keeps their facility safe and spotless, and pet owners
are held accountable.
Barx Parx offers boarding, daycare and other services, too, but for
now we’re just hoping Angel has a blast playing with other dogs, and
then brings her playfulness home to her sibling! Finnie’s got her paws
crossed, Angel! Wish us luck!
Diane Rosen is a lover of all things pets, and the Rover Reporter
for SCA-TV. You can contact her at: dianerosen2188@gmail.com.
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September 22
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Faith Wins - Movie Premier

F

aith Wins The Wildcard of the Strip is a faith based movie written
and produced by Rich Natole and John Pate. Directed by John
Michael Hightower Jr.
It’s a story about a Las Vegas comedy impressionist who is on the top
of his game. Tragedy
strikes and he loses
everything to find
himself
homeless
on the streets of Las
Vegas. He discovers
faith on his journey
through an unexpected
source.
Our Vegas Voice TV
studio was utilized for
various scenes by our
radio host Rich Natole
who along with cowriter John Pate shot
several scenes for their
movie.
Faith Wins has
won 3 awards to
date including best

The cast of characters (from left to right): John Pate,
Sarah Chaffee, Publisher Dan, Special guest Rich Little,
Leslie Norris, Rich Natole and Director John Michael
Hightower.
screenplay, best original movie song and best song writer. The movie
will premiere Monday, October 10th at the beautiful NOTORIETY
downtown.
Besides a fantastic script and the richly deserved awards. it includes
publisher Dan’s appearance in the movie! Luckily, Dan’s appearance
did not diminish the appeal of the movie and he still has his day job.
Doors open at 6 pm for photos and meet & greet with the cast. Lots
of proceeds from ticket sales and donations will be donated to Tiger
Todd’s Hero Schools for the homeless.

Elvis
By: Renee Riendeau / Movie Revelations

The “King of Rock and Roll” celebrated in the film ‘Elvis” was
unforgettable in just about any genre. Butler was born decades after
ustin Butler’s performance as Elvis was
Elvis’ death but through watching movies and videos, he captured even
magnificent! Butler seemed
his smallest mannerisms.
possessed by the “King’s” spirit,
It also showed a direct connection with the black
his irresistible charm, and primal physically.
community and no doubt where he got his inspiration
He lives up to his audience swooning in excess.
from. Elvis sold more records than anyone in history.
Director Baz Luhrmann’s projects Elvis as a tender
Some of his favorite songs:
hearted liberal, coy, innocent, not quite aware of his
1956 “Don’t Be Cruel” Released with “Hound Dog.”
powers but rebellious when it comes to doing things
1960 “Are You Lonesome Tonight.” An old favorite
his own way.
of Tom Parker’s wife, Marie.
His manager, Colonel Tom Parker, played by Tom
1964 “Viva Las Vegas.” Title theme of feature film
Hanks, was a little bizarre, undefinable with a bit of a
starring Ann-Margaret.
European accent. The film is a watered down version of
Elvis was compared to the performances of Pavarotti
Elvis’s poverty growing up in Mississippi to becoming
and Michael Jackson. I’ve seen them both in person,
the charismatic “King of Rock and Roll” and focuses
and highly agree.
on his relationship with Colonel Parker.
Austin Butler did a fantastic job and deserves all the praise as he
A rather small segment of the movie was devoted to the meeting
presented a very authentic portrayal of Elis Presley. He was truly
and marriage of Priscilla, played by Olivia de Jonge. Priscilla was so
phenomenal - A Star is Born!
young and unable to support Elvis when he needed help with the drugs
This is a “MUST SEE” movie and I am thrilled to award a movie
Colonel Parker got him hooked on.
score of 5 out of 5 rating.
Some say Elvis is hyperbolic, one dimensional and ludicrous, but,
as high excess cinematic myth-making, it’s a blast! It’s over the top,
Renee Riendeau is the movie reviewer for The Vegas Voice. Renee can
opulent, dazzling, and dizzy.
be reached at rriendeau@aol.com and is anxious to hear from you.
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Affordable Medicare plans
with doctors you can trust
Learn how Humana helps you on
your health journey.

Connecting you to personalized care for a healthier you
Cano Health is in the Humana Medicare network in your area and can actively help you
make the most of your Medicare plan. With providers in Humana's network, you can find
doctors who have time to listen—and an entire team dedicated to coordinating your care
to serve your whole self.
Convenient locations,
including one close to
your home

A care team that
takes the time to
listen

Activity centers for
social and educational
programs

It’s just amazing what Humana offers us.
—Judy, Humana Gold Plus HMO Member

A network of providers like this is just one way Humana is making healthcare more human.

Reach out at healththatcares.com
Call a licensed Humana sales agent at 1-855-317-8209 (TTY: 711)
¿En español? Llame gratis al
1-855-493-0981 (TTY: 711)
7a.m.-7p.m. EST

Or visit

Cano Health
2335 E. Lake Mead Blvd.
Las Vegas, NV 89030

Cano Health
4469 W. Charleston Blvd.
Las Vegas, NV 89102

Scan to learn more

Cano Health
3265 E. Tropicana Ave., Ste. B
Las Vegas, NV 89121

Cano Health
1650 West Craig Rd.
Las Vegas, NV 89103

Cano Health
3880 W. Lake Mead Blvd.
Las Vegas, NV 89032

Other Providers are available in our network. Provider may also contract with other plan sponsors. Important! At Humana, it is important you
are treated fairly. Humana Inc. and its subsidiaries comply with applicable Federal Civil Rights laws and do not discriminate on the basis of
race, color, national origin, age, disability, sex, sexual orientation, gender, gender identity, ancestry, marital status or religion. ATTENTION:
If you do not speak English, language assistance services, free of charge, are available to you. Call 1-855-205-7829 (TTY: 711). Español
(Spanish): ATENCIÓN: Si habla español, tiene a su disposición servicios gratuitos de asistencia lingü.stica. Llame al 1-844-346-2176 (TTY:
711). 繁體中文 (Chinese): 注意：如果您使用繁體中文，您可以 免費獲得語言援助服務 。請致電 1-855-205-7829 (TTY: 711)。
Y0040_GHHLPZ9EN_C
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What to Wear After the
Workout
By: Sandi Davis / Fashion “Cents”

W

orkout wear is a big business, and its no
longer just sweatpants, sweatshirts, and
socks. It depends on the exercise you are doing, and I’ve found that in
a lot of cases the ladies (and the gentlemen too) dress up for the event.
Exercise is an import part of our lives and I have been actively
involved in doing Pilates several times a week for over a year. Am I
more limber? Yes! Is my heart rate improving? Yes!
Do I feel amazing after classes? Yes… well, most of the time. And
surprisingly, if I “dress up” for exercising, I do feel better.
Do I wear the same thing for Tai Chi, and Zumba? And what is
the dress code?
Is it leggings, sports bra, and tee shirts? Are the tee shirts fitted or
hanging loose?
And what about
footwear?
Sneakers:
that’s a no
unless you are
walking
or
running, so soft
shoes. Socks?
For Pilates,
there are gripper
socks,
and
they come in a
variety of styles
and colors.
There are toeless grip socks that are like sweaters where you put each
toe into its own little turtleneck sleeve. I am now finding these are more
comfortable than the full half sock, as your toes tend to be crammed
into the full sock and griping the foot bar is more effective with “naked
toes.”
So, if you are like most of us seniors, while exercise is important, you
can be fashionable too.
I keep a light jacket or sweater in my car to throw on, since after
Saturday’s class we go for lunch. I also keep a scarf to tie around my
neck or freshen my ponytail or bun. It absolutely makes a difference in
how you look after a workout.
My recommendation: for every exercise event, plan for ease of
movement - but not too loose.
Choose nice exercise wear. You’ll feel good stepping out your front
door, or driving anywhere.
You don’t need full makeup, but moisturizer and a swipe of lipstick
(pink, perhaps?)
Workout well, and workout feeling (and looking) good.
Sandi Davis is the Fashion Style columnist and Behind-the-Scenes
Research Analyst for The Vegas Voice. She welcomes all questions
and opinions. You can contact her at Sandidavis@cox.net
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Skin Health & Sun
Exposure
By: Linda Bateman-Gomez / Timeless Beauty

A

s we wind down our summer months, it’s
important to remember that although the
weather will start to cool, sun exposure is a year-round concern for
both our skin health and our skins appearance.
I know I’m always talking about sunblock and sunscreens but
they are very important. I often feel like the horse is out of the barn
regarding years of past sun exposure for many of us 1960s and 1970s
sun worshippers.
Baby oil and iodine – oh, if I could turn back the clock, but since we
can’t, we need to focus on the present and the future. In addition to skin
cancer and wrinkles, keeping the ever aging dark spots from showing
up is another good reason to use sunscreen.

I have my latest, favorite product. It’s a light weight sunscreen, in a
tinted moisturizer that I truly love!
I don’t wear foundation and finding the right sunscreen for a bare
face was never something I was completely happy with.
I’ve been using this new one now for 2 months and love the color, the
non-greasy, light weight coverage and the SPF 46.
This product is from DRMTLGY and is called, Universal Tinted
Moisturizer. DRMTLGY sells online at www.drmtlgy.com.
It is rather pricey but a little goes a long way. Be warned, once you buy
it, unless you unsubscribe, you will be sent non-stop discount offers.
The price for the 1.7 ounce size is $26.00 but they often offer 20% off.
They have 2 other moisturizers with sunscreen, one that is not tinted
but I haven’t tried them.
Aside from our face, remember our hands and arms showing age
spots is another good reason to apply a sunscreen there to help hide
the signs of aging. This sunscreen does give a hint of coverage and
moisture, which is especially helpful in the summer.
If you try this, let me know what you think. I hope you like it as
much as I do!
Linda Bateman-Gomez has an international beauty company
based in Las Vegas that specializes in cosmetics and other beauty
products. Contact Linda at TimelessBeauty2020@gmail.com or
through her website www.fullips.com.
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Mars, Gemini, and
Retrograde
By: Kate Wind / Kate’s Insight

O

n August 21st Mars entered Gemini and will
not leave until March 25, 2023. This long
stent in Gemini is caused by the usually long
retrograde that starts on October 30, 2022.
Although the retrograde doesn’t start for another several weeks, you
may already know the story!
Mars in Gemini motivates creative thinking, physical movement,
networking activities and proving oneself.
Mars in Gemini can fester some drama, making it hard to hold our
tongue, so take a breath before sending that angry text.
Here are the major themes for the 12 signs:
Aries: Cars, short travels, neighborhood issues, licensing, and
disruptions in daily schedules.
Taurus: Personal worthiness, banking concerns, minimizing
expenses, or creating more income. Romance may require a decisive
yes or no!
Gemini: The body, physical health and activities, and healthy
eating. Be prepared to introduce yourself in a new way. Hint: think
back to Nov ’07 – Feb ‘08
Cancer: Self-help, therapies, awareness of self-sacrificing
behaviors, addressing old/bad habits, and leading with new talents.
Leo: Circles of influence, loyalty of friends/groups, finding new
groups to connect with and technology upgrades/frustrations.
Virgo: Your workload, changes to your title, daunting projects,
and changes to the home. You are likely to be physically drained but
excited.
Libra: Travel itineraries, studying or teaching, learning curves,
large projects, and addressing legal concerns.
Scorpio: Debt, insurance, construction bids, financing and taboo
topics such as end of life matters, gender identity or sexual habits.
Sagittarius: Relationships are in the spotlight. This is a great
time for a new title, a new friend, or to reconnect with a past partner.
Capricorn: How you service, mental & physical health, and
focus on unequal or disrespectful relationships,
Aquarius: Romance, creativity, children, pursuing love or selfexpression and focus on your vitality and stamina.
Pisces: Family issues, searching for or creating a sanctuary,
renovate or construction, addressing home projects and improvements.
To learn more about Mars Retrograde, tune into Season 3, Episode
30 & 31 of the Mom and Me Astrology podcast

Cloudbusting
By: Ali Guggenheim / Psychic Phenomenon

C

loudbusting has so many definitions that it
depends on who you ask.
It could mean busting a person’s dream when
their head is in the clouds. It could refer to Peter Reich’s Cloudbusting
machine or the Cloudbusting song by Kate Bush about Reich’s tragic
life.
In the ’80s, I was working in Orlando, Florida. It rained every night,
without fail, between 5 and 6 p.m., That’s when I had to leave for work.
My car was in a lot across the street, and an umbrella was cumbersome
and not helpful.
After the first few days, the oddest thing happened. The rain halted,
but only where I walked. A path cleared, long enough for me to walk to
my car without getting wet. It was surreal.

I felt like I was witnessing the splitting of the Red Sea.
I shared my excitement with my ex, who explained that he was
the one stopping the rain for me. “Oh yeah!” I retorted, “I forgot that
you’re God!”
He explained, “When I was young, we played a game called
Cloudbusting to see who could cloudbust the fastest. At first, we would
pick a small puffy white cloud and visualize it breaking into smaller
pieces until it disappeared completely. With practice, we escalated to
more significant clouds. It took a while, but eventually, I got pretty good
at it.”
He added, “Rainclouds were more difficult since they required
heightened concentration levels, and thunder clouds were impossible.”
While researching Cloudbusting (aka Cloudbursting), I was surprised
to find many cloudbusting videos demonstrating this phenomenon.
The scientific explanation for Cloudbusting is that clouds don’t live
long.
Although the human eye cannot see it, the atmosphere consists
of millions of swirling and interacting systems. The humidity
and temperature fluctuations are constantly in action. Due to the
atmosphere’s constant turmoil, our air is incredibly fragile and,
therefore, cannot provide the stability clouds need to survive.
The bottom line is that Cloudbusting is highly regarded as a brain
exercise in brain books for strengthening the Frontal Lobes. It is also a
way to open and support the dormant existing circuits for psychic and
telekinetic powers.
To contact Ali or for spiritual consultations, coaching, workshops
and readings, email: alivegasvoice@yahoo.com.
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Preparing For Our Annual Gala
By: Carol Chapman

D

on’t miss out. Tickets are going fast.
Come walk the Red Carpet and join us for
the 3rd Annual Gala, where the Lights, Camera,
Action begin.(See next page).
We are pleased to welcome Las Vegas Mayor Carolyn Goodman as
honorary chair of our Gala. We look forward to an exciting night of
entertainment, delicious food and a live and silent auction.
Auction items include a golf package, a trip to Puerto Vallarta,
Mexico, jewelry, George Strait collectibles, culinary treats, art pieces,
and much more. The highlight of the evening will be the recognition
of a special senior from the state who has gone above and beyond to
help their senior community.
Mark OToole, a Las Vegas favorite, will be returning as our Emcee
and we invite you to hear EC Adams who will “Spread the Love” with
some of his favorite songs.

A special thank you to all the sponsors who continue to support the
Foundation and are stepping up to make this year’s Gala possible including our corporate sponsors First Services Residential, Albertsons
Companies Foundation, and the Gene Haas Foundation. We also
welcome new sponsors Sandy Kemp from Simple Senior Benefits,
Harriet Roland, Esq. and Jonathan Penn, Farmers Insurance. We are
still accepting sponsors and offer a variety of packages to choose from
starting at $500.
You can learn more about the Foundation, purchase your
tickets, and get more information by going to our website,
foundationassistingseniors.org or call (725) 244-4200.

Local Boy Shapiro Hits “Jackpot”
By: Sam Wagmeister / People & Places

M

ichael Shapiro didn’t need the Greyhound
bus that seduces many headliner wannabes
to Las Vegas. He’s a hometown boy who’s realizing
his dream of seeing his name in lights on the Las Vegas Strip.
Before taking the stage at the Sahara Las Vegas for the premier of his
Reckless in Vegas show in June, Shapiro overcame the ups and downs
of the all too familiar rock and roller’s life. “I had everything most want
but still was unfulfilled.”
The 52-year old Shapiro grew up in Las Vegas’ pre-corporate days…
“those people had influence,” he recalls. The son of rock and roll
loving Haight-Asbury parents and a grandfather devoted to the crooner
era, Shapiro developed his musical appreciation early.
“My first electric guitar, I made it out of a tennis racket” when he
was ten. He traded Atari cartridges for an amplifier. With his father at
a 1976 Santana concert, “I realized the power of the guitar,” he said,
then afterward admitted, “I didn’t learn until later that I wanted to be
loved like Carlos.”
He fled Las Vegas, leaving behind a successful business…“I sold it
to the managers.”
Stardom came as an edgy on-the-road rock performer. He confesses
to succumbing to the excesses associated with the rock and roll lifestyle.
Shapiro admits, “I got really off-track.” He began meditation and
sobriety programs in 2006.
“I was desperate to find inner peace.” The programs included fiveday-a-week stints volunteering at a detox center and a food pantry. “It
gave me a new perspective. I became grateful for the things I had.”
Shapiro returned to his Las Vegas roots in 2014 where his grandfather
Barney, owner of United Coin, had been a behind the scenes guy…
he invented several early blackjack machines…and made great
26
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connections.
Las Vegas rallied
behind Shapiro. Among
those, Lorraine Hunt
Bono of the legendary
Bootlegger
Italian
Bistro provided a short
term rental. He was
rehearsing
Sinatra’s
One for My Baby in his
home studio with guests
Kelly Clinton and her
hubby, song stylist Clint
Holmes. Shapiro credits
Holmes with crafting a new approach to his art, advising him it’s not
singing, “It’s telling a story.”
The vision of the current production came to Shapiro in 2012. He
was bouncing around the Bay area performing a two-act show; the
first act was his original music, the second “was the Reckless tribute
predecessor.”
Reckless soon landed a 5-week residency at Seth Shorr’s Downtown
Grand Hotel/Casino. The venue was the site of Shapiro’s first “juice
job” in 1988 as a valet when Lady Luck Casino stood the ground. The
square-jawed singer credits Shorr with an “old school mentality for
discovering new talent.”
Shapiro has realized a long wished-for goal. “I want to do what
Frank Sinatra did for songs, but for a new generation. We do lightning
in a bottle for people who grew up on this music,” he says of the show’s
standards. “But with a rock edge.”
The ‘old soul’ in him is exhibited on stage. “I just want to play guitar
and sing.”

3rd Annual Gala

Celebrating

Nevada Senior Citizen
of 2021
October 8, 2022, 5pm

M Resort Spa Casino
Dinner, Auctions, and Entertainment
Corporate Sponsors

SPONSORSHIP PACKAGES
ARE AVAILABLE
Call for details at

(725) 244-4200
For more information go
to our website at:

www.foundationassistingseniors.org
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Finger Pain and Stiffness - Is There Anything I Can Do?
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NoSedationHandSurgery.com
NoSedationHandSurgery.com
(833) HAND
HAND--VIP
VIP

702-202-1408
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We Are Family
By: Betty Boyd / Love of the Sport

B

obby McRoy is the Aviator’s Administrator
and Director for Guest Services for the Aviators
minor league baseball team. He is the first line
of defense for any issues related to the guest experience regarding the
club-level seating.
Bobby says, “I am the face of the ballpark. Making bad things go
away and having dreams come true for the ballpark.”
It is vital to Bobby that the guests have an exciting experience while
attending the ballpark. He mentioned dreams coming true, which
entails advocates of the Aviators who recognize its uniqueness and its
contributions to the community.
Las Vegas is a baseball city with the best youth baseball program in
the country. Because of the versatility of the ballpark, the Raiders have
brought all-star activities for community participation. The ballpark
has the Red Rock mountains as its edifice, along with the Red Rock
Hotel and the Knights building right next door.
The Aviator’s ballpark is a family-oriented facility. The staff works as
a family, and Bobby relates,
“It is more than baseball.”
There is a fireworks night and giveaways once or twice a month to

the first 2,000 fans who come through the gate. The suite area is one
of the best in the country. For the last three years, the Aviators ballpark
has been recognized as the best amateur pro baseball park in North
America.
The Aviators have just implemented that at the end of the game on a
Sunday afternoon, the kids, parents, and their dogs can run the bases!
Image up to fifteen hundred fans doing this great activity.
Another exciting ballpark feature is a pool in the outfield, along with
a bar. The ballpark is friendly and cozy. They have a $2.00 beer night on
Tuesdays, an excellent way for people to enjoy themselves.
So make those lasting memories by seeing the exciting Aviators in
action. You will not be disappointed. Let’s play ball!
Betty Boyd, is a lover of all sports, a freelance writer, and a Solera
resident. You can contact Betty at: bboyd0306@gmail.com.

That’s My Grandson!
Our own Vegas Voice Executive Director Bill Caserta’ grandson,
Frankie Torchia and the Las Vegas Misfits baseball team took 1st place in
a tournament held in Cooperstown New York during the month of July!
They competed against 65 other teams from across the United States to
capture the title and was undefeated! Way to go Misfits!. And you better
believe Grandpa Bill is very proud!
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Remodel Your Bathroom
Before Thanksgiving

$1500 OFF** 0% Interest*
Your Bathroom Remodel

Financing Available

Not to be combined with any other offer. *No interest for 12 months, subject
to credit approval. **Ask a Design Consultant for details. Expires 9/30/2022.

Schedule your free in-home design consultation today.

702-509-7503
Complete Bathroom Remodeling • Tub & Shower Updates • Aging & Accessibility Solutions
3655 East Patrick Lane, Las Vegas, NV

NV Lic # 81688, 81689, 81690
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Are You Ready for the What If?
She had no one at home to
help her upon discharge from
our intention is to “age in place” as long as the hospital. She required
possible in your beautiful, cherished home. At continued care and had to find
least, that’s the plan.
an assisted living facility. She
But what if that plan changed unexpectedly?
had no idea where to go and
The cliches: Be Prepared and Plan Ahead should be on the no time to make a well thought
wall next to all the other positive signs in our homes. But seldom do we out choice.
see those as important messages - probably because it’s human nature
We don’t think about
to leave so much to chance.
needing this special document while we’re happily aging in place.
And outside of determining how we’ll use our retirement funds and And it’s not often found with other important documentation, but it’s
buttoning up our medical and insurance needs, we don’t think about very important to have.
where we’d like to be in the event we must leave our home and live
Make sure family members, friends, or even a neighbor have a copy
somewhere else, temporarily or long-term.
just in case. Include who to contact in case if emergency, where to take
If you must make a choice, especially a medically related one, where you, your doctor’s info, and any other pertinent information.
would you choose to live? It’s best to have researched a few assisted
* I’ll be holding a series of Positive Aging programs
living, skilled nursing, rehabilitation, or long-term care facilities.
at Paseo Verde library in Henderson throughout
Then, choose some options and put them in a written document. October 2022. Visit patlandakerAGEncy.com for more
Also, know how costs will be paid. Will you use insurance, benefits, or information.
personal funds?
Creating this document offers peace of mind should you require Pat Landaker is a Certified Senior Advisor (CSA) and owner of Livone of those “living” scenarios. Your need may come from something ing La Vida Senior. She serves on the ASA’s Innovation and Social
Impact Council, the CSA’s Certification Council, the City of Hendertotally unexpected that has nothing to do with age.
I worked with a woman who fell and shattered her leg and arm. son’s Senior Citizens Advisory Commission and she teaches Positive
Aging at UNLV/OLLI. Contact her at positiveaging54@gmail.com.

By: Pat Landaker / Positive Aging
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Lean Dog Fitness

By: Tom Harmon

I’ve recently opened a one-of-a-kind high technology boutique gym in Henderson called Lean
Dog Fitness. And as a Certified Fitness Trainer & Nutritionist I’m focused on my peer group seniors.
I’m excited to introduce our unique approach to fitness and longevity. I’m 72 years old and don’t
know a medical doctor nor do I take any prescription medications. Instead, I have focused on good
exercise, good food, and high-quality nutritional supplements.
The most common excuses offered for not getting enough exercise are “I just don’t have the
time to go to the gym” or “I’m too old to get started on an exercise program.” Fortunately,
the high tech approach we offer at Lean Dog Fitness (It takes a lean dog to run a long race)
addresses both.
We have the ability to give our clients a highly effective workout in far less time, and no matter
how long it’s been, we can take you to your next level of strength and vitality. Our ARXFit.com and
Vasper.com machines, combined with supervised training with our Certified Trainers will take you
to a place you didn’t think possible.
These technologies were developed for professional athletes, astronauts, and Navy Seals. Now
they are available to you.
Remember, no matter the goals you have nor how long it’s been, we can get you there. Go to our
website at www.leandogfitness.com, or call us to schedule your first free assessment.
Meet our incredible staff and let’s put you back in the game. When you sign up, the first thirty
days trial membership alone will make you confident in your decision to choose Lean Dog Fitness.
By the way, to all you old hackers, this is the best program to add 30 yards to your drive. I’m 72
and can still find 250 yards off the tee - and I don’t suffer back pain common to us senior golfers.
See you at the gym!
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Tom Harmon – Lean Dog Fitness
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The Games Are Starting
By: Liz Palmer / NSG

T

he 2022 Nevada Senior Games are
starting! Our first competitions are Golf
& Pistol Shoot. After that we roll on through
September and October with a multitude of different individual and
team sports for both in state and out of state athletes ages 50 and better.
You can still sign up at our website. Every
entrant receives our newly designed 2022
shirt. And each event awards gold, silver
and bronze medals, so you could have some
awesome bling hanging around your neck.
Admission is free. Our larger competitions will
feature booths staffed by our sponsors where you’ll find a wealth of
information.
Come visit the booths from Aetna Medicare Solutions, Centerwell
Primary Senior Care, and Joint Academy and see how they can
benefit you. We are lucky to have them as sponsors and appreciate their
financial and community support.
Another great way to support NSG is through volunteering! We need
volunteers to help with various sports. It’s an excellent opportunity to
find out what we’re all about and to contribute to senior wellness in our
community while meeting fantastic people.
If you’re at a competition and you notice a very active lady running
around like the Energizer Bunny, that may be me! Wave me down and
say “Hello.”
Whether you’re ready to compete, volunteer, or you’re there to
simply spectate, you’ll enjoy wonderful competition and camaraderie.
All information, venues and the schedule are on our website:
Nevadaseniorgames.com.
Come cheer on your fellow seniors and be amazed at their athletic
abilities. Remember our motto: Fitness For The Fun of It!
Liz Palmer is the Executive Director of the Nevada Senior Games.
For more information on how you can participate, contact Liz at:
702/242-1590 or by email: Nevadaseniorgames@outlook.com.

PLAY

•

CHEER

•

VOLUNTEER

Where the 50+ Play!
Sept & Oct in Las Vegas Area

Presented by

• 20+ sports for active adults ages 50+
LAST CHANCE — SIGN UP NOW!
• All events open to public for FREE
COME WATCH ALL THE ACTION!
• Be part of the excitement & fun
VOLUNTEERS MAKE IT ALL HAPPEN!

Schedules, Online Registration & More Info:

NEVADASENIORGAMES.COM
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Interesting New
Automotive Technologies
By: BJ Killeen / Down the Road

A

utomotive technology is developing on a fast
track as we head toward an autonomous
driving future. What will manufacturers be offering that will make
your life easier?
Intelligent Glass: Much like transition lens glasses, near-future
cars will offer windows and sections of your windshield that will feature
built-in sensors designed to darken the glass in bright sunshine.
For us in Las Vegas, it can mean the end to tinted windows and fold
up window covers. The new liquid crystal film technology can heat the
window glass without the need for wire filaments, like what you see in
your rear window defroster.
Adaptive Wheels & Tires: In the near future, wheels and
tires will be able to change depending on the current road and weather
conditions. Integrated microprocessors will be able to adjust the tire
pressure as well as width of the wheel rim, which will alter the size of
the tire patch that’s in contact with the road.
So in wet weather, your tires can “air down” automatically to create
a bigger patch on the road. This feature would be great for off-roaders
who now must manually let the air out when driving on sandy or
muddy roads.

Fingerprint Authentication: Already in use on Genesis
vehicles, the next logical step to turn on your vehicle isn’t by a key
or pushing a button, but through fingerprint identification. Facial
recognition to unlock your car also is being used in other countries,
and will be here soon.
Sideview Cameras: Sideview mirrors need to be large for good
visibility, but they also create drag that reduces fuel efficiency and adds
unwanted noise inside the cabin. Instead, cars will feature cameras in
place of the mirrors, and those cameras will send live footage to screens
in the corner of the dashboard.
Many Hyundai, Kia, and Genesis vehicles, as well as a handful of
other luxury brands, feature these cameras on the side in addition to
mirrors for safety. Cameras deliver better visibility, especially during bad
weather, as well as minimize blind spots even more.
BJ Killeen has been an automotive journalist for over 30 years.
She welcomes all questions and inquiries, and can be reached at
bjkdtr@gmail.com

Get Your Estate in Order
By: Jerry Creed / Trust Jerry

H

ave You Set Up Your Family’s Living
Trust Yet?(or kept up-to-date the one
you have?)
These days, most homeowners are getting a Living Trust and rightly
so, because the Living Trust is the preferred estate planning vehicle.
But few are asking, “Exactly what kind of Trust vehicle am I getting?”
You see, when you buy a car and drive it off the lot, you’ll know if it’s
a lemon in a matter of a few days or months. But when will you know
whether your Living Trust is a lemon?
Probably years from now, when you (or your spouse) are ill, disabled
entering a skilled nursing facility/memory care facility or pass away -when you and your loved ones most need the Trust to work - and when
it’s too late to fix it!
Unfortunately, you may have been led to believe that all Living Trusts
are the same and the only difference is price. The truth is … All Living
Trusts are not created equally!
You and your loved ones can’t afford to just wait and see if the Living
Trust you’ll get (or have) is a “ticking time bomb.” Now is the time to
find out!
Why your Living Trust plan must be set up and maintained properly

or it may not avoid the expenses, delays and headaches of Probate
Court after you’ve gone -- or even while you’re living!
Why many Living Trust plans may prevent you from qualifying for
Medicaid benefits and allow your estate to be wiped out by nursing
home bills or Nevada’s Enhanced Medicaid Recovery!
If you’re married, how the wrong type of Trust can force your
surviving spouse to needlessly lose half your community property when
it could have been protected from creditors or the government.
How properly drafted Powers of Attorney for Finances & Healthcare
may remove the threat of guardianship, preserving your ability to act
and not involve the Court system. (A Living Trust that merely avoids
probate and estate taxes isn’t good enough anymore!)
Why it’s important for your Trust to be able to adapt to the changed
situations and needs of your loved ones -- after you’re gone! (such
as unexpected financial setbacks, illness, disability, or drug or alcohol
problems.)
Check the seminar flyer below and make your reservation
right away.
Don’t risk all you’ve worked your entire lifetime to earn and save. A
properly drafted and maintained Living Trust is critical to you and your
loved ones’ well-being - be informed, rather than wait until it’s too late!
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Report: Increased Social and Community Connections Are Important for Health
By: Dr. Rhonda Randall EVP& Chief Medical Officer United Healthcare

W

e are all wired for emotional connection and that doesn’t stop
when we retire. My experience as a geriatrician has shown seniors
who have a family or a strong support network by their side are more
likely to remain living in their homes longer, get the care they need and
have better health outcomes compared to seniors
who are more isolated with less of a social support
system.
Through my practice, I learned the path to
better health for our seniors isn’t always through
the doctor’s office. When seniors are a part of an
active community, their health outcomes improve. However, these
communities have been less active due to COVID-19 and the lack of
support throughout the pandemic has exacerbated the impact of social
isolation and mental health challenges in seniors.
Unfortunately, the United Health Foundation’s 10th annual
“America’s Health Rankings Senior Report” revealed a decade of
worsening mental and behavior health challenges in older adults.
Nationally, in the last 10 years we saw a 13% increase in suicide rate, a
9% increase in the prevalence of depression and an 8% increase in the
prevalence of frequent mental distress among adults 65 and older and

a 147% increase in drug deaths among seniors aged 65-74.
The behavior health measures in Nevada were the most concerning
in this year’s report, with the state ranking 43rd for depression and
48th for both suicide and frequent mental distress. Nevada ranked 43rd
overall healthiest state in this year’s Senior Report,
which is very low. The disheartening combination
of frequent mental distress and high suicide rates
across the state represents a large gap in social
support.
To combat this, the AARP Foundation offers
a program, Connect2Affect, a collaboration with the Gerontological
Society of America, Give an Hour, USAging and UnitedHealth Group
that uses research to create a deeper understanding of loneliness and
catalyze action to end social isolation.
It’s clear that programs that support behavioral health and social
services for older adults can help them maintain independence and
hopefully, improve behavioral health measures. Equipped with
this data, I hope we can work together to address emerging health
disparities among older Americans so they can remain independent in
their homes and connected to their communities.

Up to $80 a month
for covered OTC products and groceries
Got Medicaid? Got Medicare? Get more benefits.
If you have Medicaid and Medicare, you could get more help to cover your care
and costs. UnitedHealthcare Dual Complete® includes a prepaid card to buy
covered over-the-counter (OTC) products and groceries, plus many other extra
benefits you may be missing today.
With monthly credits on a prepaid card:
• Buy over-the-counter products, including pain relievers, vitamins, bandages,
allergy relief and more
• Buy healthy foods, including fruits, vegetables, fish, meat, dairy, cereal,
pasta and more
• Shop at participating stores or order online
There’s more for you. Call today.
New
1-855-576-7409, TTY 711
for 202
2

Dual Complete is a health
plan for people who:
• Have both Medicaid
and Medicare
• Could use more help to
cover more care and costs
• Want more benefits for a $0
plan premium
Nevada Medicaid
and Nevada Check Up

Recipient Number:
Enrollee Name:
DOB

Gender

BIN #
Card #

uhccp.com/NVdual
Plans are insured through UnitedHealthcare Insurance Company or one of its affiliated companies, a Medicare Advantage organization with a Medicare contract
and a contract with the State Medicaid Program. Enrollment in the plan depends on the plan’s contract renewal with Medicare. OTC and Healthy Food benefits have
expiration time frames. Call the plan or refer to your Evidence of Coverage (EOC) for more information © 2022 United HealthCare Services, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Get the care you DESERVE from
the providers patients LOVE.
Schedule an
appointment
TODAY!

TRICIA AGUSTIN,
MD

TROY BERTOLI,
MD

SCHADREY BONDS,
NP-C

WENDELL BURRIS,
MD

TAMMY COLLANDER,
NP-C

ROOPA DANI,
MD

CAROLYN DECHAINE,
PA-C

EDWARD M. HARDING,
MD

TERESA HONG,
MD

TRENT LEAVITT,
DO

WINNER LEE,
DO

MARIA VERA LEON,
PA-C

ASHLEY MCDOWELL,
PA-C

MARY M. NARA,
DNP

CARMELITA PAYOS,
MD

ROBERT RITCHEY,
MD

SUSAN SHIELDS,
PA-C

FOLUKE UCHE,
MD

KELLY WATTERS,
DNP

TAWNI YARDLEY,
DNP

Call us today at (702) 333-4700 to schedule an
appointment. Visit P3MG.org to learn more.
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The F Word
By: Vicki Wentz / Vicki’s Voice

just to get them to finals without flunking them!
How can we save them? Oh, the ANGUISH!
ou know, I really look forward to making y’all
In the other article, I learned that a local school board had the same
laugh with my column.
meeting, involving high-schoolers who are cheating, and how we
Nothing makes me happier than knowing
should help them “make better choices” someone out there is
not just fail them, because look how hard
hysterical because of me…you know what
they…
I mean. However, there are days when I get
And what is cheating, really? Haven’t we
really steamed up about something and I
all done it? By giving them an F, aren’t
simply must share it.
we “cheating” them? Shouldn’t we have
I read two articles recently, one by a
compassion for these kids, and realize that
college professor, and one in the newspaper,
perhaps it is we (parents, teachers, society,
although I cannot recall the author’s name
LIFE!) who are at fault. (Excuse me, but
at this moment (please, like I’m going
GAG!)
to remember it at any other moment…
In most public school systems now, there
sometimes I can’t remember to chew).
is a conscious campaign to do away with
The professor did a wonderful piece on
the F. Teachers are told to re-evaluate, call
a faculty meeting to brainstorm what to do when students don’t show parents, offer re-tests, call parents again, re-calculate, follow children
up for their exams. He said that most professors make allowances for home and tutor them while they eat dinner - whatever it takes.
students who miss an exam, like offering them a make-up test, but,
It doesn’t matter if that child regularly cuts class, talks constantly,
increasingly, the more allowances they make for the kids, the more the or sleeps. Doesn’t matter that he’s handed in only one out of ten
kids give them the proverbial one-finger salute!
assignments, and has NEVER done his homework. Doesn’t matter if
Evidently, they can’t flunk them, because of their fragile egos, and he’s rude, a liar, or uses profanity - at YOU! No, we’ve got to avoid the
what if they get mad and file a lawsuit? And the profs worked so hard big F!
Well, if I had any money (which I don’t, so don’t call) I’d start a
school of my own. I’d call it Old School! - and admonish every
child on day one to work his/her hiney off every day, on every single
assignment because the big F is permanently in play!
I would stress that teachers are ALWAYS there to help, and I would
teach them that failing something doesn’t make them “failures” - but
it’s a huge wake-up call, and can almost always be avoided with good,
hard work.
And, if a student chooses to do nothing, then he would get nothing
in return. Just like the real world, kiddo, where bosses and customers
don’t give a hoot about your self-esteem (which must be EARNED) not
awarded just because you are fabulous.
Why are we enabling these kids, and just exactly who are we
“helping” when we do? Because you and I both know it’s not the kids.
It’s us. It makes us feel good to make them feel good about themselves,
cause then they’ll like us better.
But, ultimately, it does them no favor. They’ll never understand
when they get “out here” that they MUST accept, and usually CANNOT
appeal, the ramifications of their behavior.
Which one would you prefer: an F on a Biology test at age 14, or an
inability to successfully hold a job at age 27? If we do not allow them to
fail in school, they will fail in life.
That’s when they move back home, where they expect you to throw a
parade every time they make their beds!

Y

Vicki Wentz is a writer, teacher and speaker living in North Carolina. Readers may contact her - and order her new children’s book!
- by visiting her website at www.vickiwentz.com.
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A Busy Month Ahead
By: Howard Galin / Happy Gardening

L

Following this procedure, add an application of plant food. Use a
product with a high nitrogen content to encourage green growth; or
phosphorous for flowering and fruiting; or potassium for strong root
and stem growth.
Look for signs of iron deficiency (chlorosis) which appears as yellow
or pale green leaves with darker green veins. If this condition exists,
add a chelated iron solution directly onto soil and leaves because iron
is needed for to initiate photosynthesis.
September is a good time to replant and to redesign your landscaping.
By adding new plants now, they will have warm days and cool nights
helping them to develop strong root systems and to adapt to their new
environment.
Garden nurseries will be receiving fresh plants. In addition, seasonal
plants such as decorative cabbage and root vegetables will again
become available.
Take advantage of September’s gardening opportunities to improve
your landscape today and to prepare your gardens for next year’s
growing season.
Have any gardening questions? Contact me at: Theplantwhisperer28@
gmail.com.

abor Day is a reminder that September is a
busy month for desert gardeners!
As we move into a period of moderate weather,
our gardens will need to be refreshed. Two torrid months have caused
stress, damage and “heat-dormancy” to our plants.
Before getting started, however, remember to check your irrigation
systems for malfunctions and to reset your timers to your Fall watering
schedule.
It is time to begin pruning away sun and heat damaged foliage and
flowers from plants, bushes and trees. This will stimulate new and
hardy growth giving you more flowers and additional vegetable and
fruit harvests.
Many varieties of tomatoes, peppers and beans should be pruned
down to 3”-5” stems. This will result in 2nd seasonal crop maturing in
time for the holiday season.
New growth can be enhanced by manually hosing down many of
your plants to wash away alkali salts that have accumulated in the
ground during the dry summer months. These deposits raise the soil
pH levels that prevents nutrient absorption through plant roots. A
generous application of sulfur should also be added to the soil to help Howard Galin is a University of Nevada certified Master Gardener
who lectures on, and writes about native plants and desert
balance out pH levels as well.
landscaping
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Safe Driving & Insurance
By: Jim Valkenburg / Insurance Insight

I

have been preaching about safe driving and
insurance rates since February in an effort to
convince readers that insurance claims are the
primary reason our premiums are so high here

Will we ever wake up? I doubt it. The reason? Because poor driving
has virtually no consequences.
As long as many moving violations can be reduced to mere parking
tickets (with a phone call to an attorney no less), the consequences
of driving dangerously will not cease. Everyone should be angry at a
system that is designed to mitigate the need to obey our traffic laws.
As an owner of an insurance agency in Las Vegas, I came across
many claims forms and the utterly ignorant comments often written.
Some of those comments are actually funny if you ignore the fact that
there may well have been a paid insurance claims involved.
Here is just one actual comment that helps highlight my point: “No
one was to blame for the accident, but it would never
have happened if the other driver had been alert.”
Really! It is always the other driver who is at fault. We can all wake
up or just continue to pay higher premiums - and blame it on someone
else.

in Las Vegas.
Last month I implored readers to seek out an article in the Las
Vegas Review-Journal from July 17th. The undisputed facts are
out there, and it is quite obvious why our rates keep going up.
Is anyone paying attention to the chaos on our streets? Obviously
the drivers causing the problems are not aware… or care. Speeding is
getting worse.
Offensive driving is now the norm. The effects of driving under the
influence are being ignored. Courtesy on our roads is a long-forgotten
habit.
One only has to drive a couple of miles to witness the outrageous
behavior of many drivers. It isn’t just a few. I can drive from home to
the local grocery store and see half a dozen poor driving habits.
Jim Valkenburg is a retired military officer and insurance executive.
Eventually, most of them will result in an accident and subsequently, He and his wife owned and operated their own insurance agency for
a paid claim that we all get punished for.
over 16 years. His primary purpose is to give out real information
that can be used to make intelligent insurance decisions.
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PROUDLY PRESENTS

REFLECTIONS OF THE
With Special
Guest
Performances
by:

Michelle Johnson

with

Rita Lim

Mary Friday

Musical Director
David Siegel

Naomi Mauro

Sun City

Fifth Avenue

MacDonald Ranch $25.
Tickets

00 Each

2020 W. Horizon Ridge Pkwy., Henderson, 89012

Sat. Oct. 22, 2022

7pm Show

(doors @ 6:30)

Show subject to all Nevada Restrictions

Tickets available at the
Clubhouse Front Desk

TICKET HOTLINE

702

755-3799
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How Posture May Affect Your Health
By: Kyo Mitchell / A Healthier You

S

This tension when applied to the head, neck and shoulders can give
rise to neck and shoulder pain, headaches, etc.
Poor posture can also affect the body in other ways. It can also
compress arteries and veins.
If this happens, it prevents the cells from receiving
oxygen and nutrients as needed, slows the clearing of
cellular wastes, can make the local environment more
acidic and can eventually lead to malfunction or disease.
If lymphatic vessels are compressed, the local
immune system does not function efficiently. Everyone
develops cancer cells throughout their life but usually
the immune system recognizes them and destroys them before they
become a problem.
If the lymphatic system is compressed, these cells can escape detection
by the immune system and develop into a cancerous lesion.
Chiropractic, Feldenkrais, Alexander techniques and physical therapy
can all help an individual develop better posture.

it up straight. Don’t slouch. These are
words many or us heard from mothers, fathers,
and teachers when we were young.
As we get older, poor posture and structural
imbalances can cause and contribute to many health
problems. Let’s give a few examples.
If rather than standing up straight, we are either
slouched forward or are developing a kyphosis
(hunched forward posture), the ribcage is compressed
and the lungs cannot expand as fully as normal. This means we are
bringing in less oxygen than usual.
This in turn affects many body cells because they need a steady
supply of oxygen for them to make the energy they need.
When one slouches or hunches forward, the head is now projected
out in front of the body. The muscles of the neck and shoulders now
must carry the extra load.
To understand how much of a difference this makes, take a gallon Dr. Kyo Mitchell served as faculty at Bastyr University in Seattle
of water, hold it close to your body and then hold it at arm’s length. See and Wongu University in Las Vegas for over a decade. Dr. Mitchell
practices in Summerlin and can be reached at 702-481-6216 or
how quickly the muscles become tense and tired.
rkyomitchell@gmail.com.

Pay for your extra dental, vision,
and hearing expenses with
The Wellcare Flex Card
Choose Wellcare as your Medicare Advantage provider
and you’ll get access to top-tier benefits like the Wellcare
Flex Card! It’s a pre-funded debit card that you can use
to pay for supplemental dental, vision, and hearing
expenses. That may include things like:
• Prescription glasses or contacts
• Dentures
• Hearing Aids
• Copays and more
So don’t wait to sign up for Wellcare
and get your Wellcare Flex Card.

Contact:
1-866-266-1773 (TTY 711)
7 days a week,
8 a.m. - 8 p.m.
wellcareforNV.com

Get up to

$1,000
per year

Benefits vary by plan. `Ohana Health Plan, a plan offered by WellCare Health Insurance of Arizona, Inc. Wellcare is the Medicare brand for Centene Corporation, an HMO, PPO, PFFS, PDP plan with a Medicare
contract and is an approved Part D Sponsor. Our DSNP plans have a contract with the state Medicaid program. Enrollment in our plans depends on contract renewal.
Y0020_WCM_80170E_FINAL4_M CMS Accepted 09252021
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An American Success Story
By: Crystal Merryman-Sarbacker / Out & About

M

y grandfather had been only in his teens,
when he and three of his brothers decided to
escape from Ukraine.
Their father and his new
stepmother had no objections. Their mother had
recently died in childbirth, and their dad considered
himself fortunate when he quickly found a young
bride to replace her.
The older boys were anxious to go to school, but
they were also expected to work in the fields, and
then satisfy themselves by eating whatever was still
in the pot. Often it was not more than broth, so the
brothers were always hungry.
And to make things worse, the Russian army was
seizing the older boys in the village to go to war.
Those who were drafted had little chance of survival,
so the brothers left home and started the long walk
to the nearest harbor.
The four brothers eventually found a safe harbor, where there were
odd jobs, aboard ships that could take them away. Ben was the oldest,
and he worked on board ships that were getting ready to sail to America.
Amazingly, one day Ben met a man who was so impressed with him,

he gave the boy the fare necessary to make the trip. Ben
had no official papers but he could write his name.
His family had adopted the name, Czerkas, a surname that honored
a legendary Ukrainian knight. And Ben also had a destination in the
USA.
He had heard about a place called Sioux City, Iowa
where there was a small community of Russians
and Ukrainians. And, best of all, there was a large
meatpacking plant there that was hiring.
Many of the Sioux City residents hated the stench
from the plant, but Ben never did. For the first time,
Ben had a real job and enough to eat.
Then he heard about a Ukrainian girl who had
been engaged to a young man who took ill and
died. Ben brought her to Iowa to marry him and the
young couple worked hard, so they had their own
home.
Sophie even took in factory “Day Sleepers”, while
their four children were at school. Eventually Ben and Sophie’s children
and grandchildren built careers and many of them went to college. In
fact among their grandchildren was an Iowa State Judge, an attorney, a
best-selling author, an electrical engineer, and more.
It was an American success story.
Crystal Merryman-Sarbacker is an award winning writer &
travel agent. She can be reached at Merryman2@aol.com.

Our Beverly Washburn is hosting her “Hollywood Memories”
segments on our YouTube (youtube.com/c/vegasvoicetv) and new video
website: vegasvoicetv.net. We’ll have a bunch of interviews and fantastic
stories with Beverly and her very special guests discussing the good old
days when television and movies were worth watching.
This month we will be sitting with MIMI GIBSON. With over 35 movie
and 150+ television appearances, hope we have enough time to discuss
her unbelievable life – starting with the movie Houseboat starring Cary
Grant, Sophia Loren and Paul Peterson.

Hollywood Memories on TV
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Home Is Where The Good Toilet Paper Is
That’s right up there
By: Adrea Nairne-Barrera / Senior Moments
with
the dishes and
’ve been really fortunate to travel several times
laundry
so I put it off
this year. Ships, hotels, car rides, lots of new
for
a
day
or so. About
restaurants, sight-seeing, and all sorts of new
a week goes by and
adventures.
I just keep staring at
I come home exhausted and happy.
What really makes me happy is having an actual full-size bathroom it hoping things will
with the toilet paper of my choice. Cruise ships and public places never jump out on their own
have decent toilet paper. You wind up pulling out long reams of the stuff and put themselves
away. They don’t, so
just to fold it up so you can’t see through it.
I understand it must adhere to regulations for recycling on a ship but I drudgingly start
sorting it out.
it’s nice to get home to the good stuff. And seat covers? Where are they?
The little things can
So the food starts out really wonderful coupled with good service. Then
make
you crazy - like
rd
on about the 3 day, it all begins to taste the same.
when
you forget a
Steak tastes like chicken, fish has the same sauce as the other chicken
hair
clip
or don’t pack
and so on. Soups and sorbet are really good. After a while you begin to
find ways to customize your meals and everyone makes fun of you for enough underwear so
you’re trotting off to
being so fussy. (Actually that’s me)
Cruise ships and hotels make your bed up every day. I hate making the laundry room on
beds or doing dishes so those are a win-win for me. And coffee in my cabin the ship. But when you get home, you’re happy and sad at the same time
doing the laundry.
is a luxury.
And let’s not forget the toilet paper! It’s good to be home.
Packing is OK because you’re GOING somewhere. The problems start
with me when I come back and have to unpack.
Adrea likes to opine and find the lighter side of life as a senior.

I
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The Perfect Dress

By: Susan Goldfein / Susan’s Unfiltered Wit
’m on a quest for the perfect dress. Perfect for
me, that is. And I do have some very specific
requirements that I probably didn’t have when I
was 30 years younger.
The dress I’m seeking is not a dress for a special occasion. Just a
casual dress suitable for warm fall weather, a dress I can wear to the
supermarket, and then easily transition to an elegant evening at the
diner.
It’s not that I’ve nothing to wear; my closet is far from empty. But I
don’t own a dress. And I’d really like to have one. I see them everywhere.
And the women who wear them seem so fashionable, even when
they’re picking up poop in the dog park. Whereas my dog park attire,
while functional, might also be appropriate for boot camp.
But, as noted above, I do have very specific requirements. First, the
dress must be collarless. I have a thing about collars. I don’t like them.
On me.
On some women, collars look fine. But on me, they look like the top
half of a parochial school uniform.
Sleeves, or lack thereof, is another matter. Sleeves didn’t used to
matter, but I’ve decided that my ability to look attractive in sleeveless or
stringy straps has reached its expiration date.
So, my preference for sleeves is longish, or no more than precisely

I

three inches above the elbow. (I’ve decided to ignore any issues
surrounding my elbows. I can’t see them anyway.)
The length of my perfect dress is definitely below the knee, but ideally,
it should reach the ankle. Both of them. While my legs remain one or
two of my better features, I prefer to leave the display of knees to women
whose ages don’t exceed the speed limit on most U.S. highways.
I’m particular about the shape of the dress. I require a loose,
rather than fitted, silhouette. In fashion jargon that style is called
“unconstructed.”
And that’s perfect for me. My frame is no longer suitable as a
construction site.
Flounces, ruffles, and bows are definite no-nos. I like a more tailored
look. I’ve tried garments with frilly, full skirts.
While looking adorable on a certain type, I feel like a nicely wrapped
box of chocolates. But Godiva isn’t the look I’m seeking. Obviously, she
couldn’t find a suitable dress either.
While florals may be all the rage, my preference is not to appear
like something ordered from 1-800-Flowers. Therefore, I require a
flattering, but solid color, or a pattern that doesn’t look like it’s trying
to be heard in a noisy restaurant.
I’m not fussy about the fabric. As long as it’s soft and cool… and
not see-through… or clingy…. or becomes wrinkled if you look at it
the wrong way.
Sadly, I haven’t yet found the perfect dress. I’m not sure why. I don’t
think my requirements are unreasonable.
Surely, somewhere, there hangs the all-purpose, collarless, sleeved,
below-the-knee, flowing (but not too much), no-frills, flowerless,
wrinkle-free garment of my dreams.
And if I’m not successful, there’s always next year, when boot camp
fashion just might be all the rage!
Susan Goldfein’s newest book, How to Complain When There’s
Nothing to Complain About, is available at Amazon.com,
BN.com, Read her blog at: www.SusansUnfilteredWit.com. Email
Susan: SusanGoldfein@aol.com.

Vegas Voice columnist Pat Landaker with Hoarders host Matt Paxton at
the Certified Senior Advisor Conference in Atlanta last month.
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New England Autumn Amongst the von Trapp’s
By: Kathy Manney / Around Our World performing as a unit.

Georg von Trapp had seven children before the death of his first wife
towe, Vermont - a charming town with a
and then he remarried the much younger Maria. Georg and Maria
main drag lined with storefronts housing
had three children. Both segments of the family were
interesting boutiques and gifts
musical.
shops.
The family fled Nazi held Austria and once settled in
As autumn arrives, the turning leaves are bringing
America, they continued performing and touring, first
tourists from around the world. Visitors flock annually
as the “Trapp Family Choir” and later as the “Trapp
for New England’s beautiful autumn foliage.
Family Singers.”
Additionally worthy of a Stowe stopover, is the
Maria wrote a book about her family, “The Story of the
appealing Trapp Family Lodge. The von Trapp’s
Trapp Family Singers” published in 1949. It became the
settled here in 1942, on farmland with mountain views
inspiration for the 1956 West German film “The Trapp
reminiscent of their beloved Austria.
Family,” which inspired Rodgers and Hammerstein’s
The original lodge opened in 1950, and then in 1980
Broadway musical “The Sound of Music.”
it was destroyed by fire and replaced by the up-to-date
On May 13, 2022, Rosemarie Trapp, the last surviving daughter
Trapp Family Lodge, an impressive alpine resort. The property is owned
from the Sound of Music family died at 93. After leaving the group,
and operated by the von Trapp family of the well-known “Sound of
Rosemarie spent five-years as a missionary in New Guinea. Later she
Music” film.
worked at the family resort.
As the film depicts, the von Trapp’s were a singing family group,
Due to artistic dispensation, Rosemarie was not depicted in the classic
headed by former Austrian naval commander Georg von Trapp. In their
film. She said about her family, “The happy ending is we’re survivors.”
native Austria during the 1930s, the family achieved fame and had
performed in the United States before emigrating here permanently.
Kathy Manney enjoys visiting interesting places and being an AdThe family continued entertaining until 1957, when they stopped venture Diva. Her “Must See” travel journeys continue - always
with enthusiasm.

S
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A Son Remembers
By: Stu Cooper / Happy Adventures

“

A Son Remembers.” That was the title for one
of the first articles I wrote for the Vegas Voice in
June 2004. Back then the publication wasn’t even
known as The Vegas Voice, it was called “Las Vegas Senior Life.”

What was it that I remembered? The first line of that article was the
giveaway. Simply written it said, “I took my father to Iceland.” That’s
him in the photo. The article went on to tell of the wonderful trip my
father and I experienced in Iceland in 1990.
We went there way before Iceland was the hot spot (no pun intended)
of tourism it is today.
We were guests of
the Iceland Board of
Tourism. I described
all we saw and did - the
Blue Lagoon, Gulfoss,
the Village of Geyser,
the Golden Circle tour
and Reykjavik,.
My Dad and I were
making memories.
At that time, I knew
that this might be
one of the last trips
we would enjoy together. My Dad had been diagnosed with late-stage
prostate cancer, and while he was in remission, our family knew that
his time was drawing down.
My Dad passed away in January 1994, a bit more than three years
after this trip. And my subsequent article in 2004 concluded in part
with stating “I miss him every day.” I do still.
I truly believe that what we do at the Vegas Voyagers is to make
travel memories for all and how I concluded that article back in 2004,
is how I would like to conclude this article. It is more relevant today
than it was in 2004.
Sometime the everyday routine blurs and you lose sight of the forest
from the trees. Make time for those special occasions and circumstances
that will stand out in your mind and leave lifelong memories.
Believe me they are truly priceless. As always, Happy Destinations.
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Never Too Late To Try Something New!
By: Mary Richard / Health Fitness

H

ave you heard the term “I’m too old to do
that!” Well, that’s not true for many things.
I knew a senior lady (in her late 80s now), who
started teaching yoga when she turned 65! She’s written several books,
still actively teaching and is active in her community.
I’ve been teaching my Zumba classes for 14 years now, and was
licensed to teach at age 63. So yep - never too late to learn something
new!
We need to not only keep our bodies active, but our brains also. It’s
been proven that learning something new - dance, puzzles, languages,
etc. all help to combat Alzheimer’s. I intend to thwart off any sign of
Alzheimer’s by keeping active.
Years ago when I worked as an office manager for several physicians,
we had some very “old” young people and some very “young” older
people. It’s not only chronological age that matters, but also physical
age.
Throughout the pandemic, I tried my best to keep active with online
aerobic classes, puzzles, books - anything that would keep my mind
active. It certainly helped to control the doldrums of boredom that
combated many of my friends.
Try to open up your mind to new ways of thinking, new ways of

adventure, new ways of exercise. It certainly does get boring if you do
the same thing day after day. The body will adjust to the “plateau” and
not allow you to advance.
By that I mean If you go on the same treadmill day after day, at the
same pace, you will never advance. Try a new exercise class - something
that may be challenging, but in the end you may find that you may
like it!
If you don’t - then you can try something else new. Challenge and
enjoy!
POSITIVE ATTITUDE AND HAPPY HEALTH TO ALL!
Mary Richard is a long term supporter of senior fitness. She teaches Zumba, toning and dance classes throughout the Las Vegas
Valley. She can be reached at zumbaqueen@cox.net.

This Month’s Conversation
By: Chuck Dean / Vet 2 Vet

Monitors, Command & Communication
Boats, Assault Support Patrol Boats and
his month our conversation is with Mike
Armored Troop Carriers. Traversing the
Harris, a decorated riverine veteran who
rivers in a war zone, places you in a constant
served on the vast waterways of Vietnam with
ambush situation—green tree line on both
River Assault Squadron 15 and Division 152.
sides.
Upon discharge from the Navy in 1971 he completed the
VV: Is there a “take-away” or life
Carpenters Apprenticeship Program through the VA, and
lesson, that your service enhanced
became the owner of a successful construction company. In
over your lifetime?
1992 Mike and his wife, Connie, went to Laos for five years
MH: I was in heavy combat and suffer from Post-Traumatic
as Christian missionaries. Working as a veteran’s service
Stress Disorder (PTSD). I ran “wild” for several years. Finally,
representative Mike has helped many veterans navigate the
after putting down the artificial substances, I became stronger
VA requirements for obtaining disability benefits.
and compassionate towards others. These days when disaster
VET2VET: Mike, what duty were you expecting when you
strikes, I now can run to it instead of away. This is a major win for me.
joined the Navy?
VV: Do you have a special word for our senior veteran readership?
Mike Harris: I actually joined the Navy to stay out of Vietnam.
MH: Yes. It is NEVER too late to seek assistance from the VA. Don’t cop
However, when I volunteered for riverboats that took me to the war zone.
the attitude that others need it more, or that you will be taking away from
VV: I’ve heard about the dangerous duty on the rivers in Vietnam. Can
others. By helping yourself you can be better prepared to help others.
you share the purpose and operational standards of Riverine Warfare?
*A sidebar: Mike is an avid golfer and has had three hole-in-ones in
MH: Mobile Riverine Force (Task Force 117) was the Navy component
the past decade.
of a rare joint Army-Navy unit. Our mission was to transport U.S. 9th
Infantry Division “Riverine” Battalions, Vietnamese Marines (VNMC),
Vietnamese Army (ARVN) and Vietnamese Regional/Popular Forces (RF/ Chuck Dean served as an Army paratrooper in Vietnam and
PF) to locations throughout the Mekong Delta to engage the Viet Cong through that experience was led to address the many transitional
issues veterans struggle with. He is the author of several important
(VC) and North Vietnamese Army (NVA).
books for veterans. All can be found on Amazon at: http://www.
Our Navy boats were old WWII and Korea LCM-6 craft converted to amazon.com/author/chuckdeanbooks
September 2022
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Henderson, 89012

FREE EVENT!
Sat., Oct.15, 2022
9:00am -12:00 noon

BAG SPONSOR

Come and See:

• Home Improvement Specialists
• Windows
• Home Decor
• Lighting
• Financial Planning
• Home Health • Insurance
• Medicare Specialists
• Health Related Businesses

FREE VACCINE
CLINIC!
Sponsored by

Your Insurance Agency

702/425-5500

Interested in Vendor Space?
Contact Debbie at 702/592-4818
or debbie@thevegasvoice.net
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Lotteries Online Now!

What’s Our Role?

O

T

By: Dan Hyde / Call to Action

ther than power, politicians’ insatiable
appetites center around one, universal
commodity, money! Not just the kind of currency
that lines their Political Action Committees (PAC’s) pockets, but what
also infuses their ever expanding government budgets!
Originally, lotteries were created to channel those funds specific to
education. But alas, as fickle politicians often do, they started funneling
those funds to “earmarks.”
Those earmarks are centered around the politicians’ districts or
states for specific local and state projects. This is systematically done
to insure a politician’s perpetual and nauseating re-election efforts 90%+ which are historically successful every election cycle.

That being said, lotteries offer an exciting allure to millions of
us dreaming of riches beyond our imaginations. Never mind the
astronomical odds against any of us ever realizing that dream.
But we are all dreamers! Consider that millions of us (when the
jackpots are very high) willingly stand in line for hours, rain or shine,
to get those lottery tickets.
Why aren’t they online? Consider the convenience of a simple click
of the computer mouse and you could be a zillionaire, overnight!
Instead of a MEGA MILLIONS lottery, the politicians would have
MEGA BILLIONS!
Oh yes, the casinos don’t want them. For many years your State
Legislature has considered legalizing lotteries in our state and every
time it has gone to defeat.
So what’s a solution? Give every casino a cut of every ticket. Say
1-2% of every ticket sold. Eliminate any need for capital equipment
to be purchased and manage which eliminates added cost to their
operations.
Ignore the fallacy and the casinos’ apprehension that gamblers
would redirect their gambling budgets to lotteries at their expense,
That’s pure garbage!
All this would do is expand our gambling budgets. We all still want
to go to a casino and try our luck on a slot machine. We all yearn for
the excitement of what hitting a jackpot sounds like.
Considering jackpots, don’t you think politicians would gleefully
embrace a virtual unremitting revenue source they can direct to more
useless earmarks? Just think of the irony!
Dan Hyde is a passionate and effective advocate for the senior
community. He can be reached at: dhyde9@cox.net.
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By: Dan Roberts / Vegas Voice Editorial

he upcoming political season is
(unfortunately) here again and get ready for
the nastiness and negativity to fill the air waves.
The Vegas Voice strongly believes that as the largest and most-read
senior publication in Nevada we have a duty and responsibility to
inform our readers as to senior political matters.
But how do we do so without being sucked into the cesspool?
We decided to go two routes:
1. Inviting ALL candidates to appear on our “Last Word” YouTube
political segments (vegasvoicetv.net) and explain their positions on the
issues. It will not be a debate or contain any “gotcha” questions, but
simply ask everyone: Why should seniors vote for you?” AND
2. Trying to do something different but equally important, we wanted
to hold a forum to present both sides NOT of the candidates or political
party but of the scheduled ballot questions before the voters.
Now as a general rule, no one thinks of the ballot questions when
they vote. I even dare say that the average voter has no idea that there
are even ballot questions until they walk into the voting booth.

The Vegas Voice wants to try and change that. That’s why we’ll
be holding a ballot forum, open and free to the public at Sun City
MacDonald Ranch. See next page.
We plan on having both sides present their view as to whether the
voters should vote “Yes” or “No” to the scheduled 3 questions. One
question before the public will have a dramatic impact on future
voting: Ranked choice voting.
Anybody know what this is? And can you explain it to the public
clearly? That will be our Vegas Voice mission.
We would also ask for your opinion as to whether The Vegas Voice
(meaning my Rana) should travel to Carson City when the Nevada
Legislature is in session next year. The issue: Death with Dignity.
We did an informal poll years ago and Rana wants to determine if
this is still a concern with our readers. This topic will not be a debate
but hopefully to get your opinion on this controversial subject.
More details next month, but if you want to be informed, please
reserve you seats now.
Dan Hyde is a passionate and effective advocate for the senior
community. He can be reached at: dhyde9@cox.net.
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Corn 'n Potatoes 'n Rice 'n Tomatoes R Mighty Good 4 U!
By: Jan Fair / A No-Brainer Minute

emember the children's song, "Row, Row, Row Your Boat"? The 3rd stanza
Rreminds
us that corn, potatoes, rice & tomatoes are good for us. So let's make

a soup! It starts with NOT throwing out those leftover corn cobs! Instead, use them to make an
easy corn stock (below-left) and then adding your favorite veggies &/or chicken, fish, crab, etc.

*Good-4-U™ Corn Stock

Put in a large pot:
• 4 large corn cobs
• 1 onion cut in pieces
• celery stalks cut in pieces
• a bunch of parsley
Cover with water. Add salt &
pepper. Simmer 1-2 hours.
Use a strainer to drain into
another pot or bowl. Use to
make a soup or freeze.

*Good-4-U™ Corn Soup

Add to the Corn Stock: corn (from a can,
frozen or cut from a cob), tomato (fresh or
canned), celery & onion (chopped) plus
spices. [Optional: hot pepper flakes.]
* * * * * * * * * * * * *
NOTE: Corn, potatoes & rice have LOTS of
starch so I usually skip one or more of them
(with apologies to the song!) & add cubes of
chicken, fish, crab or even baked tofu. Yum yum.

“Corn Stock
1. In one minute, na”
me
things to add to
your corn stock.
2. Create an
alphabetical
Apple chunks, list.
Beans & veggies,
Corn kernels pure
ed
in a food processo
r, ...
*Good-4-U™ re
cipes
have just 4 ingred
ients
(plus spices) so
th
are quick & easy ey
nobrainer recipes.

Jan Fair is a writer, consultant & public speaker who has published over 40 books PLUS the
No-Brainer Brain Games series. Sign up for her FREE newsletter at www.JanFair.com

.
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